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Abstract

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is rare and aggressive, with poor survival. While circulating tumor cells (CTCs) predict outcome in non-IBC patients, little data exists regarding their prognostic significance in IBC. This prospective study analyzed blood samples for CTCs from 63 stage III IBC patients to determine if CTCs present after primary systemic chemotherapy predicted relapse. CTC identification was not associated with tumor characteristics, lymph node positivity, or complete pathologic response to systemic therapy. At mean follow-up of 38 months, multivariable analysis demonstrated that detection of one or more CTCs predicted shortened relapse-free (log-rank *P* = 0.005, hazard ratio [HR] = 4.22, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.67 to 10.67, Cox *P* = 0.002) but not overall survival (log-rank *P* = 0.54, HR = 1.53, 95% CI = 0.41 to 5.79, Cox *P* = 0.53). All statistical tests were two-sided. In this study, CTCs after primary chemotherapy identified IBC patients at high risk for relapse.

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is rare (1%-6%), locally advanced breast carcinoma (LABC) with distinct features and poor prognosis (1,2). Compared with non-IBC LABC patients, IBC patients are more likely to be younger, with high-grade, estrogen receptor− (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR)−negative tumors (2–4). An IBC diagnosis is based on clinical criteria including an erythematous breast exhibiting “peau d’orange” (5,6). Pathologically, IBC is frequently characterized by tumor emboli within dermal lymphatics. IBC patients frequently have axillary node involvement and rapid progression (5).

IBC treatment guidelines were established in 2008 (7), including a multimodality approach of chemotherapy, surgery, and irradiation, improving five-year relapse-free survival (RFS) from 34% to 47% (8,9). Despite improvement, survival for IBC is clinically inferior to non-IBC LABC (10). Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results data report median survival for stage IIIB IBC at 2.9 vs 6.4 years for stage IIIB LABC patients (11). These statistics highlight the need for prognostic tools to identify IBC patients at high risk for relapse.

The poor outcome of IBC is likely due in part to dissemination of micrometastatic cancer cells. High-resolution imaging technologies are currently unable to detect micrometastases. Development of semi-automated systems, including CellSearch, has enabled clinicians and researchers to identify circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in peripheral blood and to demonstrate prognostic significance in metastatic (12,13) and nonmetastatic breast cancer patients (14–16). Detection of five or more CTCs per 7.5 mL blood in metastatic (12,13) and one or more CTCs per 7.5 mL blood in nonmetastatic patients (14–16) predicted worse relapse-free and overall survival (OS).
Currently, little is known regarding the prognostic significance of CTCs in IBC patients.

This retrospective analysis of data collected in a prospective study analyzed blood for CTCs in 63 stage III IBC patients after primary systemic therapy (PST). Our goal was to determine if CTCs present after PST predicted relapse. All eligible patients with stage III IBC seen at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center from February 2005 through November 2014 were offered participation in this institutional review board–approved study (LAB-04-0698, PI: Lucci). Informed consent was obtained prior to blood collection. Patient characteristics and CTC results were blinded from investigators by use of a random numbering system. Bilateral breast cancer or other malignancy within five years of diagnosis of IBC rendered patients ineligible. All patients received PST, modified radical mastectomy, and postmastectomy radiation. Patients who developed distant metastatic disease or who became inoperable during their PST were excluded from the study. All patients with human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)–positive tumors received trastuzumab or similar treatment.

Blood samples were collected after PST and before primary surgery. CTCs (per 7.5 mL blood) were identified using the CellSearch System (Jansen), as described previously (14). CTCs were defined as nucleated cells lacking CD45 but expressing cytokeratins (CK) 8, 18, or 19. The presence of one or more CTCs meeting morphological criteria for malignancy was considered positive. Primary TTNM staging and grade was designated according to the American Joint Commission on Cancer (17) and modified Black's nuclear grading (18), respectively. Clinical stage was defined as TNM stage at primary diagnosis. Primary tumor estrogen and progesterone receptor status were evaluated with established immunostaining procedures (19). HER2-positive tumors had either strong (3+) immunohistochemical (IHC) staining or, when staining was moderate (2+), by fluorescence in situ hybridization result greater than 2. The endpoints were defined according to standardized definitions for efficacy end points (STEEP) criteria, with relapse-free survival (RFS) as the primary endpoint (20). Relapse-free survival was defined as the time elapsed between the date of diagnosis and the date of first evidence of regional invasive recurrence, distant metastasis, or death. Chi-square, Fisher’s exact, and log-rank tests were employed to detect differences between groups. P values of less than .05 were considered statistically significant, and all statistical tests were two-sided. The Monte Carlo permutation test was used to confirm log-rank and Cox regression statistical significance (21). Using the identity function for time variable, the test for proportionality of hazards was performed for multivariate Cox regression. Both the global test and the covariate-specific test for proportionality of hazards were insignificant.

Mean follow-up was 38 months (range = 1–92), average body mass index was 30.7 kg/m² (range = 19.7–48.4), and mean age was 52 years (range = 23–71). Twenty-two patients (34.9%) were premenopausal, 41 (65.0%) had grade 3 tumors, and 58 (92.1%) had lymph node metastases. Nineteen patients (30.2%) had ER-positive tumors, and 21 (33.3%) had HER2/neu overexpression/amplification. Sixteen of 62 patients (25.8%) had pathologic complete response (pCR, defined as absence of invasive tumor in breast and lymph nodes) following PST. One or more CTCs was identified in 27% of patients following four cycles of PST, which is higher than the PST (post-4 cycle) rates reported in the Neoadjuvant bevacizumab, trastuzumab, and chemotherapy for primary inflammatory HER2-positive breast cancer (BEVERLY-1 and BEVERLY-2) trials. In the BEVERLY-1 trial, which included 92 nonmetastatic HER2/neu-negative IBC patients, the baseline (pretherapy) CTC positivity rate was 40%; this rate dropped to 6% before cycle 5 of PST. The BEVERLY-2 trial included 52 nonmetastatic, HER2/neu-positive IBC patients and reported a 35% baseline (pretherapy) positivity rate; this rate dropped to 13% before cycle 5 of PST (22). The lower positivity rates following the four cycles of PST reported in the BEVERLY trials might be a result of the therapy administered, which included fluorouracil, epirubicin, cyclophosphamide, and bevacizumab. CTC identification was not associated with menopausal status, high tumor grade, lymph node involvement, ER, PR or HER2/neu status, or pCR, which is in agreement with the BEVERLY-2 trial (22). In addition, CTC identification was not associated with high body mass index (>25 kg/m²).

Twenty-three patients relapsed; nine patients had only regional invasive recurrences, nine had only distant metastases, and five experienced both regional invasive recurrences and distant metastases. Sites of distant metastases included brain (5), bone (3), and lung (1). Twelve patients died, and all deaths were breast cancer specific. Univariate analyses of relapse-free and overall survival associated with presence of CTCs are provided in Supplementary Table 1 (available online). On multivariable analysis (Table 1), the detection of one or more CTCs independently predicted shortened RFS (log-rank P = 0.005, hazard ratio [HR] = 4.22, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.67 to 10.67, Cox P = 0.002 [two sided Wald]) after adjusting for lymph node status, high grade, ER, PR, HER2/neu status, and high body mass index. Pathologic complete response was inversely associated with

| Table 1. Cox regression multivariable analyses of survival associated with presence of CTCs |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Outcome                        | RFS            | OS             |               |
|                                 | HR (95% CI)    | P*             | HR (95% CI)   | P*             |
|                                 | permutation test† |                      | permutation test† |                      |
| Pathologic node negative vs     |                |                |                |                |
| 1–3 lymph nodes                 | 1.28 (0.14 to 11.41) | .60                |                |                |
| >3 lymph nodes                  | 1.76 (0.21 to 14.80) | --                | 0.68 (0.06 to 7.88) | .84                |
| Histological high grade         | 1.53 (0.42 to 5.50) | .52            | 1.26 (0.13 to 12.18) | --                |
| ER-positive                     | 1.98 (0.97 to 7.98) | .34            | 2.14 (0.37 to 12.45) | .40            |
| PR-positive                     | 0.37 (0.08 to 1.75) | .21            | 1.54 (0.27 to 8.94) | .63            |
| HER2-positive                   | 0.82 (0.33 to 2.05) | .67            | 0.74 (0.12 to 4.56) | .74            |
| Pathological complete response  | 0.08 (0.01 to 0.66) | .02            | 0.38 (0.09 to 1.73) | .21            |
| BMI > 25 kg/m²                  | 1.36 (0.51 to 3.61) | .53            | 0.29 (0.03 to 2.70) | .27            |
| One or more circulating tumors  | 4.22 (1.67 to 10.67) | .002           | 1.01 (0.29 to 3.48) | .98            |

*Two-sided Wald’s test. BMI = body mass index; CI = confidence interval; CTC = circulating tumor cell; ER = estrogen receptor; HER2 = human epithelial growth factor receptor 2; HR = hazard ratio; OS = overall survival; PR = progesterone receptor; RFS = relapse-free survival.
† Two-sided Monte Carlo permutation test.
relapse (HR = 0.08, 95% CI = 0.01 to 0.66, P = 0.02). Ten of 17 (58.8%) CTC-positive patients relapsed compared with 13 of 46 (28.3%) who had no CTCs. The four-year RFS rate was lower (32.3%) in the CTC-positive group than in those with no CTCs (64.5%) (Figure 1A). As the number of CTCs increased, so did relapse hazard ratios. All (4/4) of the patients with two or more CTCs relapsed vs 19 of 59 (32.2%) patients with fewer than two CTCs. All patients with two or more CTCs exhibited progression at four years compared with 59.9% of patients who had no CTCs. Three patients had three or more CTCs and all of these patients relapsed, while 58.6% of patients with fewer than three CTCs demonstrated RFS at four years. Permutation testing at $10^4$ repetitions confirmed statistical significance of the Cox regression and log-rank results.

One limitation of our data regarding increased relapse risk with increasing CTC numbers remains because of small numbers of patients who had multiple CTCs in this study. Confirmation of these results will require larger future studies. Using multivariable analysis, statistically significant differences in OS were not identified between patients who had at least one CTC compared with patients who had no CTCs (log-rank $P = 0.54$, HR = 1.53, 95% CI = 0.41 to 5.79, Cox $P = 0.53$) (Table 1). The four-year OS rate was 69.6% (95% CI = 48.7% to 99.6%) in this group vs 75.4% (95% CI = 61.9% to 91.9%) in patients with no CTCs (Figure 1B).

Studies investigating prognostic significance of CTCs in IBC are limited. A 2009 study reported that metastatic IBC patients had lower prevalence and fewer CTCs compared with metastatic non-IBC patients (23), and survival for patients with more than five CTCs was no different than those with five or fewer CTCs. In our study, the CTC identification rate (27.0%) was not substantially different than rates (21.5% to 31%) reported for non-IBC patients (14-16,19). Outcomes data from the BEVERLY-1 and -2 trials will provide insight with respect to the prognostic significance of lower CTC positivity rates following PST regimens that include fluorouracil, epirubicin, cyclophosphamide, and bevacizumab in nonmetastatic IBC patients.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier survival estimates of probabilities of relapse-free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS) according to circulating tumor cells in operable inflammatory breast cancer. A) The probability of RFS in patients with circulating tumor cell (CTC) count ≥ 1 is shown (hazard ratio [HR] = 4.22, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.67 to 10.67, log-rank $P = 0.005$). B) The probability of OS in patients with CTC count ≥ 1 is shown (HR = 1.53, 95% CI = 0.41 to 5.79, log-rank $P = 0.54$). All statistical tests were two-sided. CTC = circulating tumor cell.
In this study, we found that only two factors present after PST, achievement of a pCR or presence of CTCs, predicted relapse. Because we observed no association between pCR and CTCs, the additional information provided by CTC status would be useful for designing clinical trials focused on patients at high risk for relapse who might benefit from additional adjuvant therapies. Our data illustrate the need for additional IBC studies to provide better understanding of mechanisms underlying the aggressive metastatic potential of IBC.
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